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Highlights from July & August 2021
We managed to get in the July meeting, but once again the August meeting had to be cancelled
due to the imposition of a Covid lockdown! Our own Nick R was scheduled to give us a grafting
demonstration in August to supplement the Zoom demo he presented in August last year, but
once again he missed out - perhaps next year Nick!
Fortunately, the July meeting was able to proceed
as scheduled, and we were blessed with a very
interesting demonstration by Tien from Bonsai
Sensation who showed us how to construct a cascade style bonsai.
Tien explained that they didn‟t do a lot of cascade
bonsai at the nursery as they take up too much
space, however it is a good solution for those difficult young trees. A cascade is basically all onesided, which in nature is created by adverse environmental factors like wind or snow. With a true
cascade, the tail of the tree hangs down below the
bottom of the pot. This leaves the tree susceptible
to die-back, with the tail being the lowest and
therefore the weakest part of the tree. This may
be compensated for by tipping the pot over to eleAbove - Tien with the tree before work.
vate the tail, while it is on the bench under growing
Below left - The tree is wired and positioned in
conditions. Cascades also need extra attention to
the pot prior to bending
watering - not only is the pot generally of small diameter and so receives less water, but the water table in a tall
Calendar Dates:
pot is lower, leaving the top of the pot dryer.
There are two
variations of
cascade bonsai
- one with the
apex on top and
the other with
an apex lower
on the tree, or
even no apex at
all. If designing
an apex on top,
avoid having a
big, tall apex as
it does not
match the cas-
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Time spent amongst trees is never wasted time.
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cade style.
A good cascade features plenty of movement in the trunk line, as
much taper as can be achieved, and selective use of jins. The
first thing to look at when styling
Continued Page 2










14th September (Tuesday) YVBS
Monthly Meeting and AGM. 7:30pm.
Chirnside Hub.
18th & 19th September (Saturday &
Sunday) Northern Suburbs Bonsai Club
Show. Greensborough Masonic Hall.
25th September (Saturday) “Last Saturday of the Month” Workshop. 1:00pm.
Chirnside Hub.
9th & 10th October (Saturday & Sunday)
BSV Bonsai Show. Box Hill Town Hall.
9th October (Saturday ) Satsuki Azalea
Interest Group Meeting. 1:00pm. Bonsai
Art, Heatherton.
12th October (Tuesday) YVBS Monthly
Meeting. 7:30pm. Chirnside Hub.
23rd & 24th October (Saturday & Sunday) Yarra Valley Spring Fair. Wandin.
30th October (Saturday) “Last Saturday
of the Month” Workshop. 1:00pm. Chirnside Hub.

See also the Events Calendar on our
website: www.yarravalleybonsai.org.au
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Highlights from July & August - Cont. From Page 1
is the position of the nebari - scrape away the soil until the root
line is established, recognizing that a lot of nursery stock often
have a lot of the trunk buried below the soil surface. Plant the
tree near the edge of the pot and then immediately bring the
trunk down the side of the pot. The bulk of the roots and nebari
will be on the opposite side. The nebari should be positioned
about 1cm below the pot rim. The movement in the trunk
should be random and irregular.
Tien prefers to use squatter pots in the modern styling, rather
than the older traditional taller cascade pots.
Sphagnum moss on the pot surface can help to retain moisture
in summer, and the entire pot can be dunked in a bowl of water
to ensure good watering.
The July meeting also ratified the appointment of Patrick I as our interim President following the resignation of Geoff P for health reasons. Thank you Patrick for stepping forward!

Above - The finished tree!

Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting will be held in September as normal, but due to Covid restrictions it will be in the form of a Zoom
meeting. All Executive and Committee positions will be declared vacant, and nominations are sought from new candidates.
Nomination forms will be sent out with this newsletter, and all members are asked to consider standing. All it needs is a little time
and a lot of enthusiasm. In particular, we are in need of people with skills in writing, desktop publishing, and web site management to share the workload currently imposed on existing committee members.
In addition to the AGM, there will be what should be an interesting presentation on Soil Media used in Bonsai, and hopefully a
number of members who will be taking about one of their unique trees.

Myrtle Rust?
Many members may have heard of the scourge of Myrtle Rust, a fungal
disease which affects plants in the Myrtaceae family, which includes eucalypts, bottlebrushes (callistemon and melaleuca), and tea trees
(leptospermum). Government sources indicate that treatment of the disease is removal and destruction of the infected plants! Although they also
say that spraying with fungicide may be attempted.
Lindsay H found one of his callistemon (see pictures) seemed to be infected
with myrtle rust, after comparing with on-line pictures of infected plants.
This was first noticed in 2019, and a treatment regime comprising of spraying with Macozeb fungicide was started. Initial results were good, but the infection seemed to
return each winter.
The infection was limited to one tree only, but when a second nearby callistemon started showing signs of a similar infection, it
was decided that the risk of keeping the trees was too great and both of them were disposed of by enclosing them in a black plastic bag and putting them in the land-fill rubbish bin. Two 4-7 year old trees down, but the remaining 10-15 Myrtaceae trees in the
collection are still in good condition at this time!
Lessons learned - be vigilant, hit any infection hard and early, and next time try a range of fungicides on a more regular basis.

Library Check-out!

Trade Table Cheque-out!

YVBS has a comprehensive range of bonsai books and magazines in our library, all of which are available for borrowing without charge. Remember, the checkout period for books and other
library material is one month. If you check out a
book and are not able to make the next meeting,
you can return the book at a workshop or even
post it to the club PO Box. Now under the management of new Librarian Fiona M!

The trade table has been restocked with new tools, wire and other
accessories. A selection of pots are also in stock. Don’t forget the
club’s tool sharpening kit, available for use at meetings. Anything else you would like to see
stocked? Just advise at the
trade table or to any committee
member.
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Current Covid Rules
The Covid rules which are likely to be in place when we resume physical meetings are:




Mandatory QR code check-in (assistance will be provided if required).






Masks to be worn indoors.

2 sqm rule may apply, with registered Covid Marshall/s available, leading to a room limit of 68 people. Alternatively, the 4
sqm rule may apply, where we would be limited to 34 people in the room. Either option would be satisfactory to our needs.
Use hand sanitiser on entry and exit.
Maintain social distancing where practicable.

Do not attend if feeling unwell.
We are dependent on easing of government restrictions which are still to be advised. Further information when available will be
contained on our website, and will also be advised to all members via email immediately prior to each individual meeting or workshop.

Air Layer Separation
Air layering is a process whereby a new set of roots is induced to grow on a branch or upper
trunk of a tree, after which the upper part can be separated and planted to form a new tree
which is genetically identical to the original tree.
Typically, a section of the branch or trunk is ringbarked and the cambium layer scraped away.
The length of the ringbarked section is generally around 1.5 time the diameter at that point.
The section has rooting compound applied to the upper edge of the stripped section, and then
the whole section is packed in sphagnum moss or potting mix, and covered. If all goes well,
then around 8-12 weeks later a new set of roots will have formed and the new tree may be
separated. Initial air layering should be done in mid to late spring, with separation JanuaryFebruary.
Above - The air layer after separation (partly
combed out as I forgot to photograph it earlier!)

Lindsay H applied the process to an Acer palmatum
“Waterfall” in spring 2019. The tree was grafted as a standard, meaning that it had a very long trunk
with all of the foliage weeping from the top. “Waterfall” is a weeping Japanese maple with green
feathery or dissectum-type leaves. To make it a bonsai candidate, the trunk length had to be reduced - air layering the top off the tree was the chosen solution. An open pot was suitably cut and
applied to the air layer, filled with a sphagnum moss/soil mix and an open top which enabling easy
watering.
Unfortunately, upon inspection in February 2020, there did not seem
to be many roots formed and so it was deemed that separation at that
time risked the survival of the tree, so the air layer was left untouched.
The next inspection occurred in early spring 2020, when
again there appeared to be insufficient roots formed to
risk separation. The tree was left to grow untouched through the 2020/2021 growing season.
Above - The root ball combed out and trimmed.

Come spring 2021 - success at last! A mass of roots filled the air layer pot, the trunk area below
the air layer had begun to die back, and so the tree was separated as it was obviously surviving on
its own roots. It was found that the roots were sufficiently strong that they could be combed out and
even trimmed in places. The trunk stub on the air layer was nibbled back to live wood, and then
the whole new tree planted into a training pot where it will be left to establish itself for this growing
season, while the top ramification is worked on. Next year will hopefully see it put into a
Above - The new tree in its training pot home.
bonsai pot, and be well on the way to being a tree worthy of display.
NEW PRODUCT LINE....for those starting out or
with a handful of bonsai, I have introduced a 50/50
mix of ORCHIATA PINE BARK and DIATOMITE 27mm in a 20L bucket @ $30.00. Also available are
DIATOMITE 35L bags @ $35.00 and ORCHIATA
PINE BARK 40L bags (3-6 or 6-9mm) @ $30.00.
ORCHID POTS are available in a range of sizes. To
order call Julie 0419 870 240 or email
julie@bonsairoots.com.au
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World Bonsai Convention 2022
The World Bonsai Convention scheduled for Perth in 2021 had to
be cancelled due to the Covid pandemic, but it has now been arranged for October 2022.
Given the uncertainty of international borders being re-opened, the
organising committee have also been preparing fall back options
should international travel not be available for overseas demonstrators and registrants. Should it be impractical for international visitors to enter Australia, rather than cancel the Convention they are
considering the option to convert the program to include online link
ups with international demonstrators and utilising more of our VTPs
along the line of an Australian National Bonsai Convention in lieu.
Members are encouraged to consider attending the event as it is a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to view the world‟s best bonsai practitioners in action in our own country.
Due to WA‟s plant quarantine restrictions, there will be a photographic exhibition of the best bonsai from around Australia and
New Zealand to supplement the physical trees from WA which will
be on display. Members are encouraged to submit photos of their
quality trees when they are at their best - perhaps we can find one
or two suitable examples from the photos taken at our recent
Show!
Further details on the Convention as they become available can be found on the website https://

www.worldbonsaiconvention2022.com. Earlybird registrations close on 31st January 2022.
The organisers are still in the process of finalising the program of events and list of demonstrators, however initial indications are
that the following artists may be included: Hugo Zamora from Latin America, Kim Seok Ju from the Asia Pacific Region, Ravindran Damodar from the South East Asian Region, Zhang Zhigang from the China Region, Shinji Suzuki from Japan Region, Marc
Noelanders from Europe Region, Michael Hagedorn from USA Region, Jonathan Cain from Africa Region, and Australian artists
Tony Bebb and Joe Morgan-Paylor. A star-studded cast indeed!

Raffia - Where do you get it?
When bending heavy branches, particularly on junipers and pines, wrapping the branch can provide extra protection to the tissues and protect against brakeage and damage. The traditional
method employed is the use of raffia soaked in water and then wrapped tightly around the branch.
Raffia has often been hard to source, however it is now conveniently available at Bunnings (in the
garden stake aisle) - $3 for the 50g package pictured. It is also reportedly available at Spotlight.
Note that other materials can also be used to wrap branches, including rubber from bicycle tyre
tubes, electrical tape, vet wrap, etc. Some practitioners also use electrical tape in conjunction
with raffia for extra protection.
If using electrical tape alone, try keeping the adhesive off the branch by applying a first layer with
the adhesive side away from the branch, and then overlay with a second layer with the adhesive
side down. Thanks to Harry Harrington at Bonsai4Me for this tip.
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Tree Profile: Japanese Maple - Acer palmatum
General: Acer palmatum is native to Japan, China, Korea, eastern Mongolia and southeast
Russia. Many different cultivars have been selected and are grown worldwide for their
large variety of attractive forms, leaf shapes, and spectacular color variations. The bark on
young trunks is usually green or reddish on some varieties, but turns brown or gray with
age. Its leaves are lobed with five, seven, or nine acutely pointed lobes. Japanese maples
are one of the most popular species for Bonsai worldwide. There are thousands of named
cultivars, but not all are available in Australia.
Lighting & Temperature: Do NOT place in full sun, semi shade or morning sun is best.
Red leaved varieties prefer four to six hours morning sun to maintain the red pigment.
Variegated and multi-colored leaves require more shade. Protect from hot drying winds ….
and against frost!
Watering: Daily in the morning, keep the soil moist - doesn‟t like wet soil, but don‟t let it dry
out! It has been suggested that a layer of sphagnum moss placed on the soil surface in
summer can assist in retaining moisture and creating a humid atmosphere to guard against
leaf burn.

Old „Shohin‟ Japanese Maple, 240mm

Feeding: Best to use a slow or controlled release type fertilizer like
Osmocote from spring to autumn at the drip line. Using liquid fertilizer like
Miracle Grow only during the first summer, and only to help establish the tree.
Don‟t fertilize in the middle of the hot summer and 6 to 8 weeks after
repotting!
Repotting: Suggested every one to two years in well drained soil, early
spring is the best time. Don‟t repot and defoliate in the same year!
Propagation: Easy from seeds, semi ripe cuttings in summer and airlayering in early summer. Note - seeds from some cultivars are notoriously
infertile!
Pruning and wiring: Maples will grow a very fine ramification when regularly
pruned. Trim back shoots to two or three leaves, responds well to repeated
pinching of new shoots and partial or total defoliation. Being apically
dominant, growth will be strongest at the top - hard pruning and thinning out
the top in late autumn or midsummer when wounds heal quickly will
encourage growth in lower areas. Never prune in spring due to heavy
„bleeding‟, which can cause loss of branches - always seal the wounds!

Photo courtesy of BonsaiShop.com.au

This picture is courtesy of Walter Pall!

Wiring from early spring before buds swelling to late autumn after leave
fall or after defoliation!
Pests and diseases: Aphids, mildew, root rot and branch dieback.
Styles: Informal and formal upright, broom style, single or multiple
trunks, group plantings, rafts. In all sizes incl. Shohin, Mame and great
for root over/in rock as well!
Some varieties suitable for Bonsai:
Standard green Japanese maple. Also coralbark - Sango Kaku or
Senkaki.
Red-leaved: Seigen, Chishio, Deshojo or Shindeshojo and Purpureum
are more sensitive, weaker and slower growing than green leaved
ones. Seigen and Chishio have feathery leaves.
Rough-Barked: Arakawa the most vigorous, light green leaves turning
yellow in autumn.

Maple leaves variety

Dwarf Cultivars: Kiyohime, Kashima and Mikawa Yatsubusa. All have naturally small leaves, shoots,
branching and trunks. Due to dense foliage need more leave thinning!
Dissectum-type feathery leaves: Seiryu is commonly available and quite strong.
Other cultivars used for bonsai: Okushimo, Aratama, Baby Lace, Beni Hoshi, Butterfly, Coonara
Pygmy, Emerald Lace, Oridono Nishiki, and Shishigashira.
There‟s a great post about „Refining a Japanese Maple‟ on AusBonsai from our Michael S. the
„Treeman‟!
http://www.ausbonsai.com.au/forum/viewtopic.php?f=7&t=18223
Tiny leaves on the Okushimo cultivar
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A selection of trees on
the Display Table at the
July meetings
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Bonsai Calendar: September - October
Following are the main tasks to focus on during this time of year.
Repotting/Root pruning

 When repotting, look for ways to improve the overall appearance of your bonsai. For example, changing the position of the
tree by turning, lifting or leaning the tree. Also consider alternative pot choices.

 Watch for the buds to swell on deciduous trees. Repot before buds break into leaf.
 Begin your repotting with deciduous varieties such as, maples, oaks, elms ( September) and then continue with varieties
such as, cryptomerias, azaleas, pyracanthas and pines (October).

 After repotting, keep your trees in a protected area away from extreme weather (hot or cold)
Wiring
 Wire all trees before repotting, rather than after repotting. This will minimize any movement to the tree after being repotted.
 Deciduous trees should be wired before breaking into leaf. Be careful not to damage the delicate buds while wiring
branches.

 Watch carefully for wire damage at this time of year as most trees are growing at a rapid rate.
Pinching/Pruning

 Begin to pinch back new shoots as soon as they appear.
 Frequent pruning/pinching will improve ramification and help reduce leaf size throughout the growing season.
 Remove dying flowers from the tree as it weakens the plant and encourages pests.
Fertilizing/Watering

 With new growth, the need of water and fertilizer increases. Try to observe your trees individually to establish the amount and
frequency of watering necessary.

 Avoid overwatering. Remember it is a process of wetting and drying.
 Use a slow release fertilizer (Osmocote/Dynamic Lifter) in combination with a liquid fertilizer (Powerfeed, Charlie Carp).
 It is better to fertilize regularly and frequently in small weak doses than give a strong dose now and then.
 With flowering species, fertilizing should commence after flowering.
 Water your trees (with plain water) before using liquid fertilizer.

Julie 0419 870 240 or
julie@bonsairoots.com.au
Pickup from YVBS/BSV/VNBC meetings, or as otherwise arranged. Also
available at the YVBS Sale Day.

Squat orchid pots are ideal for growing-on trees, promoting radial root
growth and a flat root structure. High
quality UV-resistant plastic, re-usable,
will last for years.

Bonsairoots diatomite is a SOIL CONDITIONER, it
Should be used to improve the porosity and drainage of
soil. Can retain 100% of its own weight in water, because of its ability to hold water, Bonsairoots diatomite
creates aeration, provides plant available silica, has a
high surface area in minute pore spaces into which liquids can be absorbed. Available in 35L bags and 20L
buckets: size 2-7mm. $35 / bag.
Bonsairoots orchiata pine bark is a standalone growing substrate that can be used directly from the bag without sieving. Produced from 100% pure New Zealand
pinus radiate bark, it is a unique, stable substrate for
potting and re potting bonsai. Available in 35L bags and
20L buckets: sizes 3-6mm and 6-9mm. $30 / bag.
Bonsairoots premium 50/50 mix consists on 50% Bonsairoots diatomite and 50% Bonsairoots orchiata pine
bark. This mix is extremely successful in the development of masses of fine roots on bonsai plants. It is very
open and water drains quickly, helping to avoid root rot.
Your bonsai in pots and growing pots will love it! Suitable
for all plant varieties so no need for different mixes.
$30 / bucket

Bonsairoots MMP (Man Made Pumice) perlite and pumice are closely related, they
share all the key elements in nearly the same
precise percentages and their structure is very
similar. If the perlite ore is not as vigorously
expanded, it will expand to an intermediate
weight material, with a great many of the characteristics of natural pumice. This offers a
media with excellent AFP (air filled porosity) of
around 30% and very regular particle size. It
does not hold as much water as natural pumice, grade for grade, but the particle shape
provides an excellent anchor for plant roots,
particularly bonsai in shallow trays. It is an
exceptionally good media with a WHC (water
holding content) of approx. 33% which provides exceptional drainage. It has a very low
hydraulic resistance and continues to supply
adequate water even when substantially dried
down. Available in 25kg bags and 20L buckets: size 2-5mm, $35 / bag.
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A group for all lovers of bonsai in the “far east” of Melbourne
Yarra Valley Bonsai Society
PO Box 345
Mount Evelyn, Victoria 3796
Australia

Looking Ahead to
September & October 2021

The monthly meeting on Tuesday 14th September will be the Annual General Meeting. In addition, there will be a presentation on “Bonsai Soil Media”. Display Table: “Japanese Maples Various Styles”, or Member‟s Choice. NOTE: If Covid restrictions prevent holding a physical meeting,
then a Zoom meeting will be held - notification will be via email to all members.
The Last Saturday of the Month Workshop will be held on Saturday 25th September from 1:00pm
to 4:00pm, Covid restrictions permitting.
The monthly meeting on Tuesday 12th October will be a demonstration, speaker to be announced, subject to Covid restrictions. Display Table: “Root Over Rock”, or Member‟s Choice.
The Last Saturday of the Month Workshop will be held on Saturday 30th October from 1:00pm to
4:00pm, Covid restrictions permitting.

Other Events
Northern Suburbs Bonsai Club - Bonsai Show. Saturday and Sunday 18th and 19th September .
Greensborough Masonic Hall. (If easing of Covid restrictions permit)
BSV Bonsai Show. Saturday and Sunday 9th and 10th October. Box Hill Town Hall.
Satsuki Azalea Interest Group meeting, Saturday 9th October, 1:30pm to 4:00pm.Bonsai Art Nursery, Heatherton.
Yarra Valley Spring Plant Fair. Saturday and Sunday 23rd and 24th October, 10am to 5pm. 125
Quayle Road, Wandin. Entry $12-$15. www.yarravalleyplantfair.com.au
All Subject to prevailing Covid Restrictions at the time.

YVBS FORUM: For new members, it bears repeating that our club has an on-line bulletin board and archive. In addition to the
announcements and discussions on topics of bonsai interest, the forum also contains many newsletters from other clubs around
Australia. These are to be found (surprise, surprise) in the folder entitled “Newsletters from Other Clubs” or in “Library” and are
kept for at least six months. If you visit the site and register as a user, please email Lindsay via the club gmail yarravalleybonsai@gmail.com so that he may add you as a club member user, or if you have any difficulties. Just visit our main webpage
http://www.yarravalleybonsai.org.au and follow the FORUM link on the left to the forum.
Member Benefits Refer to the website for a list of discounts to members upon presentation of a current & valid YVBS Membership
card. “Freebies” of donated items are also made available from time to time at monthly meetings.

Advertisers & Sponsors:
Advertising on our website and/or in the newsletter is available for any registered business or sole trader. Society Sponsorship opportunities are
capped at three for any year, however supportership opportunities still remain for any business in an area related to the craft of bonsai.
For a prospectus or further information contact us via the society‟s external email: info@yarravalleybonsai.org.au

